IMAGINE YOURSELF IN FUTURE
(2017-1-PL01-KA219-038397)

LESSON PLAN – IT
TOPIC: eBook - Me and my imaginary world of 2036
AIMS:
- students will be able to use the computer to create an ebook

- students will collaborate to create an ebook
- students will develop their analytical and creative thinking by introducing personal elements into their products,
AFTER THIS LESSON:
- students know the steps to make an electronic book
- students are able to create an ebook

COURSE OF LESSON:

1. Introducing topic and aims of the lesson (short discussion)
2. Making mixed groups of 4-5 pupils, each group containing one or two pupil from each country;
selecting team members by picking up cards and matching them

3. Choosing a name for your team and if you want draw a logo
4. Creating an electronic book “Me and my imaginary world of 2036” that will be divided into 8
chapters such as:
Future Nutrition
- What foods will we eat in the future
- Which foods will no longer exist
- What food will still exist in 2036
- Which juice will be found to be healthy
- The future food pyramid
School of the future
- From what age will go to school
- What objects students will learn
- Children will use the pen/tablet
- What object will no longer exist
- What new object will be introduced in teaching
Future Sports
- Will people do sports or not
- What sports will no longer exist

- What other sports there will be
- There will be no need to make sports because …
The city of the future
- How the city will look like in the future
- How buildings, homes will look
- The people's home will be different or not
- There will still be trees in the cities or not
Technology of the future (What would you like to invent by 2036?)
- What inventions will no longer use people
- What people will invent in the future
- How the cars of the future will look
- What would you like to invent by 2036
Fashion in the future
- What clothes we will not wear anymore
- What color will not have your clothes anymore
- If there will be only one color, what color would you like to have your clothes on
in 2036?
- Will people pay attention to clothing over the years?

A beautiful future, a healthy environment
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/15-current-environmental-problems.php
- Pollution nowadays/Existing pollution types,
- Activities or environmental protection actions
- How air pollution is destroying our health

Tips for the future
https://www.wikihow.com/Have-a-Great-Future
- Take the lessons you’ve learned, and carry on with life.
- Make a list of ten rules that you live by.
- Remember that the quality of work you put into an hour is more important than the number of
hours you put into the work.
5. Making a sketch
6. Drawing on white sheets or saving a picture/some pictures
7. Writing a sentence a significant sentence for the chosen chapter
8. Team members will discuss what and how their elements will be inserted into an eBook
9. Assembling the 8 chapters in an electronic book
10. Presentation of the electronic book
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